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Field visits on weekly basis: Majority of
Admn Secys fail to ensure compliance

Security personnel at the site of encounter at Awantipora on
Tuesday.
-Excelsior/Younis Khaliq

Militant killed in Awantipora
input, a cordon and search operation was launched jointly by
police and security forces in village Chursoo area of Awantipora.
"During the search operation, the hiding terrorist fired
on the search party. The fire
was retaliated leading to an
encounter. In the ensuing
encounter, one terrorist was
killed and his body was
retrieved from the site of
encounter. He has been identified as Shahid Ahmad Gadhanji
resident of Eidgah Mohalla
Arwani Bijbehara", police said.
"As per the police records, he
was affiliated with proscribed
terror outfit HM. Incriminating

material including arms &
ammunition was recovered from
the site of encounter", police
said.
Police said: "Pertinently police
and community members including the family members of Shahid
made efforts requesting Shahid to
surrender. However, he fired indiscriminately on the security forces
leading to exchange of fire in
which he was killed."
Today's encounter is first in
the past 40 days as Kashmir witnessed a total lull in gunfights
since November 26 when two
Lashkar-e-Toiba militants were
killed in Drabgam area of
Pulwama district.

4 convicts in Nirbhaya case
to be hanged on Jan 22
When the hearing commenced,
advocate M L Sharma appeared
before the court and said that he
was representing Mukesh.
However, amicus curiae
Vrinda Grover, who on the last date
was appointed by the court to represent Mukesh, said Sharma had
no authority to represent him.
The court heard the arguments from both of them and
directed Sharma to produce
Vakalatnama
(document
empowering lawyer) showing
that Mukesh authorised him.
After the court reserved the
order for 3.30 pm on issuance of
death warrants, Mukesh’s mother
entered the court room crying and
urged the court to show mercy.
The court refused to entertain
her.
Talking to media persons outside the courtroom, she said her
son was framed because he was
poor.
The court interacted with all
the convicts through video conferencing from Tihar jail.The media
was not allowed inside the video
conferencing room.
After the court passed the
order, the lawyers and family
members of the convicts came out
and informed the media about
court’s order.
Victim’s parents said they were
satisfied with the order.
The trial court had earlier
directed Tihar jail authorities to
seek within a week response from
the four death row convicts as to
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whether they were filing mercy
pleas against their executions with
the President of India.
It was hearing the applications
moved by Nirbhaya’s parents and
the
prosecution
(Delhi
Government) seeking issuance of
death warrant against the convict.
The Supreme Court on
December 18 had dismissed the
plea of Akshay seeking review of
its decision, saying review petition
is not “re-hearing of appeal over
and over again” and it had already
considered the mitigating and
aggravating circumstances while
upholding the death penalty.
The 23-year-old paramedic
student, referred to as Nirbhaya,
was gang raped and brutally
assaulted on the intervening night
of December 16-17, 2012 inside a
moving bus in south Delhi by six
persons before being thrown out on
the road.
She died on December 29,
2012 at Mount Elizabeth Hospital
in Singapore.
On July 9 last year, the apex
court had dismissed the review
pleas filed by the other three convicts in the case, saying no grounds
have been made out by them for
review of the 2017 verdict.
One of the six accused in the
case, Ram Singh, allegedly committed suicide in the Tihar Jail here.
A juvenile, who was among the
accused, was convicted by a juvenile justice board and was released
from a reformation home after
serving a three-year term.
The top court in its 2017 verdict had upheld the capital punishment awarded to them by the Delhi
High Court and the trial court.
(PTI)
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CINEMA
APSARA AUDI-1: 1. GOOD NEWWZ (2D) - 09:45 AM, 12:45 P.M., 03:45 PM., 06.45 P.M
APSARA AUDI-2: 1. DABANGG 3(2D) - 09.15 AM, 12:30 PM, 03:30 PM, 06:30 PM.
HARI THEATRE: ACID - 9.45 AM, 12.30 PM, 3.30 PM, 6.30 PM.
INDIRA AUDI-I: 1. GOOD NEWWZ (HIN) - 9.15 AM, 11.50 AM, 2.25 PM, 05.00 PM, 07.35 PM, 10.10 PM.
INDIRA AUDI-II: 1. GOOD NEWWZ (HIN) - 10.00 AM, 12.35 PM, 03.10 PM, 05.45 PM, 08.20 PM, 10.55 PM.
INDIRA AUDI-III: 1. BHANGRA PAA LE (HIN) - 10.00 AM, 2. SAB KUSHAL MANGAL (HIN) - 12.30 PM,
3. JAAN TO PYARA (PUNJABI) - 03.00 PM, 4. SAB KUSHAL MANGAL (HIN) - 05.35 PM, 5. BHANGRA PAA
LE (HIN) - 08.00 PM, 6. SAB KUSHAL MANGAL (HIN) - 10.20 PM.
PLATINUM CINEMAS AUDI-1: 1. GOOD NEWWZ (HIN) - 09.00 AM, 2. GOOD NEWWZ (HIN) - 11.30 AM,
3. GOOD NEWWZ (HIN) - 02.00 PM, 4. GOOD NEWWZ (HIN) - 04.30 PM, 5. GOOD NEWWZ (HIN) - 07.00
PM, 6. GOOD NEWWZ (HIN) - 09.30 PM.
PLATINUM CINEMAS AUDI-2 : 1. SAB KUSHAL MANGAL (HIN) - 09:35 AM, 2. DABANGG 3 (HIN) - 12:00 PM,
3. DABANGG 3 (HIN) - 02:40 PM, 4. DABANGG 3 (HIN) - 05:20 PM, 5. DABANGG 3 (HIN) - 08:00 PM,
6. BHANGRA PAA LE (HIN) - 10.40 P.M.
PLATINUM CINEMAS AUDI -3: 1. GOOD NEWWZ (HIN) - 10.00 AM, 12.30 PM, 3.00 PM, 5.30 PM,
8.00 PM, 10.30 PM.
WAVE CINEMA-1. 1. GOOD NEWWZ (U/A) - 09.30 AM, 12.15 PM, 03.00 PM, MARDAANI -2 - 05.45 PM,
BHANGRA PAA LE - 08.00 PM, GOOD NEWWS - 10.45 PM.
WAVE CINEMA-2. 1. GOOD NEWWZ (U/A) - 10.30 AM, 01.15 PM, 04.00 PM, 06.45 PM, 09.30 PM.
WAVE CINEMA-3: 1. SAB KUSHAL MANGAL (U/A) - 10.15 AM, 2. BHANGRA PAA LE (U) - 01.00 PM, 3.
DABANGG 3 (U/A) - 3.45 PM, 4. SAB KUSHAL MANGAL (U/A) - 07.00 PM, 5. GOOD NEWWZ (U/A) - 10.00 PM.
PVR KC (JAMMU)
DABANGG -3 (2D) (HINDI) - 03.20 PM
GOOD NEWWZ (2D) (HINDI) - 9.30 AM, 10.30 AM, 1.30 PM, 04.30 PM, 07.30 PM.
GOOD NEWWZ (2D) (HINDI) - 9.40 PM, 10.30 PM.
BHANGRA PAA LE (2D) (HINDI) - 12.30 PM.
SAB KUSHAL MANGAL (2D) (HINDI) - 6.40 PM.
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timely completion of the projects”, read Circular No.26-GAD
dated May 8, 2019.
On May 27, the Chief
Secretary BVR Subrahmanyam
while chairing Committee of
Secretaries meeting urged the
Administrative Secretaries to
undertake tours of the districts to
review
the
status
of
projects/schemes being implemented by their respective departments and also to listen the grievances of the people.
“Initially, almost all the
Administrative
Secretaries
started conducting field visits
on weekly basis but with the
passage of time they lost interest in this exercise and during
the past several months field
visits have been conducted by
only few of them albeit not on
weekly basis”, official sources
told EXCELSIOR, adding
“most of the Administrative
Secretaries are preferring to
hold meetings in the Civil
Secretariat to review the projects in the districts by calling
Heads of the Departments
instead of paying personal visits
which otherwise are imperative
to identify the exact reasons
behind slow pace of work and
to know about the concerns of
the people”.
Even by calling Heads of the
Departments to the Civil
Secretariat these Administrative

Secretaries are violating the
Government directives, which
read: “HoDs should not be called
to the meetings in the Civil
Secretariat frequently and instead
other means like video-conferencing be utilized to seek their
presence to economize time and
for improved service delivery”.
“What
to
talk
of
Administrative Secretaries even
Heads of the Departments are
avoiding to pay field visits despite
the fact that explicit directions in
this regard were issued by none
else than the Chief Secretary
while chairing meetings of
Committee of Secretaries”,
sources said while disclosing that
objective behind directing HoDs
to pay field visits was to ascertain
status of important projects and
provide feedback to the concerned
Administrative Departments with
the copies to the Divisional
Commissioners and District
Development Commissioners
concerned so as to facilitate them
to initiate corrective measures in a
time bound manner.
Sources stressed, “instead of
repeatedly issuing verbal as well
as written instructions to the
Administrative Secretaries and
Heads of the Departments after
regular intervals the Government
must make them accountable for
strict compliance in a time bound
manner by initiating every possible step”.

PIL into currency defaced by K-separatists
A bench of Chief Justice S A
Bobde and Justices B R Gavai
and Surya Kant was hearing the
PIL filed by one Satish Bhardwaj,
who has alleged that in 2013 the
Jammu branch of RBI exchanged
the currency notes amounting to
Rs 30 crore allegedly belonging
to a separatist group called
'Kashmir Graffitti'.
As soon as the matter came up
for hearing, the bench asked for
Attorney
General
K
K
Venugopal, Solicitor General
Tushar Mehta or any Additional
Solicitor General.
When no one appeared, the
bench told Bhardwaj that it would
take up the matter at the end of
the day's work.
Bhardwaj said he had
approached the CBI for investigation of the matter but nothing has
been done so far.
The matter was taken up
again by the bench for hearing
during which Mehta appeared.
The bench told Mehta, "He is
saying that agencies are not doing
anything. The issue may be of
national importance. Please have
a copy of the petition and look
into it."
Bhardwaj, appearing in-per-

son in his plea, said, "It is most
humbly submitted that the act of
Jammu branch of Reserve Bank
of India to exchange the defaced/
imperfect Indian currency notes
worth Rs 30 crore that too which
was done by a separatist group of
Kashmir with a main aim of
destabilising peace and harmony
in the region of Jammu and
Kashmir and to create an environment of tension and terror in the
minds of common residents of the
region is illegal and worth of
interference of this court."
He said a separatist group in
Kashmir in its statement on a
social networking site Facebook
has claimed to have stamped separatist slogans on Indian currency
worth Rs 30 crore between May
and August, 2013.
Bhardwaj sought court monitored CBI investigation in the
case
of
exchange
of
defaced/imperfect currency notes
amounting to Rs 30 crore by the
Jammu branch of the RBI.
He said in his plea that
exchange of currency notes can
only be done as per law and no
deliberately stamped currency
can be exchanged as per the rules
and regulations of RBI. (PTI)

Koshin said that the administration was also not allowing
them to meet the party president,
Mehbooba Mufti. He also alleged
that the workers of the other parties were being allowed to meet
their leader, "but we have not
been allowed to do that so far,"
he said.
He also alleged that the PDP
leaders who were released
recently were released on conditions. "They were categorically
told not to indulge in any sort of
activity and not to attend the
party meeting on the eve of the
death anniversary of Mufti
Mohammad Sayeed," he alleged.
Some of the PDP leaders,
however, went Bijbehara and
held prayers at the grave of
Mufti. They included MP Nazir
Laway and sister of Mehbooba
Mufti, Rubaiya Sayeed.
Talking to the media persons
on the sidelines of the grave of

PDP's patron Mufti Mohammad
Sayeed, where he managed to
reach unlike others, Laway said:
"Mehbooba Mufti is a no bodyno one is able to expel me from
the party."
Laway said that a third
front comprising NC-PDPCongress is imminent in
Kashmir and that he is not
going to be a member of that
front whatsoever. "I will not be
a part of it, but of something
else which is also on cards in
the Valley," he added.
While commenting over the
role of the regional parties,
Laway said that the existence of
these parties is gone. "These parties are no more and have got no
role on the political landscape of
the Valley," he said.
Laway announced the sum of
Rs 50 lakh for face lifting the
grave of the PDP patron and to
carry out other works around it.

PDP disallowed to commemorate
Mufti’s death anniversary

Trailer of Shikara-a movie on
exodus of KPs launched
some impact and this movie will
surely change many lives. "I
wish the community, to which I
have a close connection, their life
may change and get better," he
said.
The filmmaker said that he
wanted to introduce new faces
instead of big names because the
movie would have turned fake
with renowned and famous characters. Actors Adil Khan and
Sadia, a girl from Bhaderwah area
of Doda in Jammu and Kashmir,
have been introduced in the
movie. "The innocence required
was possible only with new
faces," he maintained and added
that he has nothing commercial
into the movie because it was dedicated to his mother.
He also appreciated the entire
crew for working hard day and
night, in achieving the mission.
"My entire crew has new faces
and they have done a marvellous
job in making my dream come
true," he added. He also said that
there were some unforgettable
moments during shooting of the
movie which touched his heart
and made the film more special to
him.
The filmmaker also had
words of appreciation for the
Kashmiri Pandits, who had contributed their roles and moments
in the movie. He said the year
1990 saw the biggest "forced
migration" from Kashmir, where-

by more than four lakh Kashmiri
Hindus had to flee the Valley.
Even after almost three decades,
most of them are still unable to
return to their homeland.
A timeless love story in the
worst of times and "a love letter
from Kashmir", reveals the
poster. "Shikara" has been directed, edited and produced by Vidhu
Vinod Chopra in association with
Fox Star Studios. The movie will
hit the silver screens on February
7.
The trailer starts with a scene
showing a young couple, Shanti
Dhar and Shiv Kumar Dhar, sitting inside their home when they
saw a house burning from their
window. It is then showed how
Kashmiri Pandits were forced to
leave the Valley. The newcomers
look promising in the trailer
which shows the condition of the
community members when they
became refugees in their own
country.
Recently, the makers of the
film released a motion poster of
the film and wrote, "Tees saal
baad, humari kahani kahi jayegi...
Here is a timeless love story in the
worst of times."
Interestingly, Shikara comes
five months after the abrogation
of Article 370, which gave special
status to the erstwhile State of
Jammu and Kashmir. Now, the
State has been bifurcated into two
Union Territories- Jammu and
Kashmir and Ladakh.

8 top political leaders meet LG, lists
15 major demands including Statehood

Train moves through heavy snow in Kashmir.
-Excelsior/Sajad Dar

NH closed for 2nd day, 4500 vehicles stranded
130 stranded vehicles in Banihal
area were cleared towards
Srinagar during morning hours
but more than 300 LMVs were
stranded in Banihal area due to
again blockade of highway at
Jawahar Tunnel. They had earlier
stranded since yesterday at
Ramban, " SSP Traffic NH JS
Johar said.
The upper reaches of Kashmir
valley witnessed fresh snowfall
today and Weatherman has forecast the freak weather to continue
till tomorrow. The weather may
show some improvement tomorrow evening.
Due to freak weather, temperatures continued to fall in
Kashmir. Srinagar recorded a
maximum of 2.7 degree Celsius
temperature and minimum of
minus 0.5 degree Celsius,
Gulmarg, the world famous ski
resort, recorded maximum of 0.2
degree Celsius and minimum
minus 6.0 deg C, Pahalgam maximum 0.3 deg C and minimum of
minus 3.9 deg C, Qazigund
recorded maximum of 2.7 degree
Celsius and minimum of minus
1.3 degree Celsius, Kokernag
maximum of 1.5 degree Celsius
and minimum of minus 4.5 degree
C while Kupwara registered a
maximum of 2.6 degree Celsius
and minimum of minus 1.2 degree
Celsius.
Leh recorded maximum of 0.0
degree Celsius and minimum of
minus 11.0 degree Celsius while
Drass recorded maximum of
minus 8. 0 degree Celsius and
minimum of minus 10.9 degree
Celsius.
Meanwhile, Jammu recorded
a maximum temperature of 11.4
degree Celsius and minimum 9.0
degree C, Banihal maximum 1.8
degree Celsius and minimum of
minus 0.2 degree C, Batote maximum 2.6 deg C and minimum
minus 2.3 deg, Katra maximum
9.6 degree C and minimum 7.0

degree Celsius while Bhaderwah
recorded maximum 4.9 degree C
and minimum minus 0.3 degree
Celsius temperature today.
MeT spokesman further said
that Jammu recorded 23.3 mm
rainfall since last night while
Srinagar 5.6 mm. Batote,
Udhampur and Bhaderwah areas
have shown heavy rainfall besides
parts of Poonch. He said rain and
snowfall would continue in many
parts of J&K during next 24 hours
but weather will show in signs of
improvement in the evening.
Official sources said that due
to blockade of highway for the
second day, over 45 vehicles have
been stranded in Udhampur
Bypass, Dhar Road (ManwalMansar) and Nagrota Bypass area
of Jammu.
A senior Traffic police official
said that Patnitop also experienced heavy snowfall and the
Kud-Batote road has also been
closed. The movement of the
tourists has been restricted due to
slippery road conditions. BatoteDoda-Kishtwar Road was clear.
He said no movement of vehicles
from Udhampur, Jammu towards
Kashmir or from SrinagarQazigund side to Jammu was
allowed today. He said tomorrow,
if the road opens, after clearance
of LMVs, heavy vehicles carrying
essentials and other goods
towards Valley will be cleared.
With the rain and snowfall,
Basohli-Bani road in district
Kathua
and
Latti-DuduBasantgarh road and PancheroLandhar roads in Udhampur have
been closed. Mahore-Gool and
Chassana-Budhal roads of ReasiRajouri,
and
BafliazThannamandi roads besides
Mandi- Loran and Mandi-Sawjian
roads were also closed. With the
rain and snowfall, the power supply to more than 80% rural/snow
bound areas in Jammu division
has been snapped.

Foreign diplomats to visit Kashmir
Around two dozen senior
diplomats
including
Ambassadors from the European
Union, Gulf and Central Asian
countries are to visit Kashmir.
Government agencies have
prepared a list of civil society
groups, traders, women groups,
Panchayat
members
and
Municipal Councilors who will
meet the delegates and brief them
about the situation in Kashmir.
The logistics is being organised by the Army as was done in
the case of MEPs who visited in
October last year.

The visit was originally
planned for 8th of January but
there has been delay as some of
the diplomats have not given
acceptance for their visit yet.
Sources said that the group of
Ambassadors were not satisfied to
undertake the visit on the same
terms as the MEPs delegation were
taken and who met Government
selected delegations. The diplomatic delegation, however, wants
more access to their own contacts
on the ground as well as a wider
range of areas to visit besides what
was planned by the Government.

PM reviews J&K issues
defence and security sectors
were also discussed, they said.
In August last year, special
status accorded to Jammu and
Kashmir was scrapped and the

state was split into two Union
Territories (UTs) of Jammu and
Kashmir and Ladakh. The UTs
came into being on October 31
last year. (PTI)

Stampede kills 50 at slain Iran Gen's funeral
a road and others shouting and
trying to help them. Soleimani’s
funeral was later delayed but no
new timing was given.
“Unfortunately as a result of
the stampede, some of our compatriots have been injured and
some have been killed during the
funeral processions,” he earlier
said. In delaying Soleimani’s
burial, authorities cited concerns
about the massive crowd that had
gathered, the semi-official ISNA
news agency said.
A procession in Tehran on
Monday drew over 1 million
people in the Iranian capital,
crowding both main thoroughfares and side streets in Tehran.
Soleimani’s
death
has
sparked calls across Iran for
revenge against America for a
slaying that’s drastically raised
tensions across the Middle East.
The US government warned
ships of an unspecified threat
from Iran across all the
Mideast’s waterways, crucial
routes for global energy supplies.
Meanwhile, the US Air
Force launched a drill with 52
fighter jets in Utah, just days
after President Donald Trump
threatened to hit 52 sites in Iran.
Early Tuesday, the leader of
Iran’s Revolutionary Guard
threatened to “set ablaze” places
supported by the United States
over the killing of a top Iranian
general in a US airstrike last
week, sparking cries from the
crowd of supporters of “Death
to Israel!”
Hossein
Salami made the pledge before
a crowd of thousands gathered
in a central square in Kerman
before a casket carrying
Soleimani’s remains.
The outpouring of grief was
an unprecedented honor for a
man viewed by Iranians as a
national hero for his work leading the Guard’s expeditionary
Quds Force. The US blames him

for the killing of American
troops in Iraq and accused him of
plotting new attacks just before
his death Friday in a drone strike
near Baghdad’s airport.
Soleimani also led forces in
Syria backing President Bashar
Assad in a long war, and he also
served as the point man for
Iranian proxies in countries like
Iraq, Lebanon and Yemen.
His slaying already has
pushed Tehran to abandon the
remaining limits of its 2015
nuclear deal with world powers as
his successor and others vow to
take revenge. In Baghdad, the parliament has called for the expulsion of all American troops from
Iraqi soil, something analysts fear
could allow Islamic State militants to mount a comeback.
Speaking in Kerman, Salami
praised Soleimani’s exploits,
describing him as essential to
backing Palestinian groups,
Yemen’s Houthi rebels and
Shiite militias in Iraq and Syria.
As a martyr, Soleimani represented an even greater threat to
Iran’s enemies, Salami said.
“We will take revenge. We
will set ablaze where they like,”
Salami said, drawing the cries of
“Death to Israel!” Israel is a long
time regional foe of Iran.
According to a report on
Tuesday by the semi-official
Tasnim news agency, Iran has
worked up 13 sets of plans for
revenge for Soleimani’s killing.
The report quoted Ali
Shamkhani, the secretary of
Iran’s
Supreme
National
Security Council, as saying that
even the weakest among them
would be a “historic nightmare”
for the US He declined to give
any details, “If the US troops do
not leave our region voluntarily
and upright, we will do something to carry their bodies horizontally out,” Shamkhani said.
(PTI)

Mufti Mohammad Sayeed.
Though veteran PDP leader
Muzaffar Hussain Baig didn’t
accompany the delegation,
sources indicated that the new
group has his blessings as his
nephew and former PDP MLA
from Baramulla Javed Hussain
Baig was part of the delegation.
After meeting the Lieutenant
Governor, Altaf Bukhari told the
Excelsior on telephone that they
focused on the demands including restoration of Statehood to
Jammu and Kashmir, domicile
rights on land and jobs for the
people of J&K, release of all
political detenues lodged both
within and outside the UT, release
of youth and withdrawal of cases
against them, revival of agriculture, horticulture and tourism sectors, industry and restoration of
Jammu and Kashmir Bank’s
Functional Dominion.
The meeting, according to
sources, lasted about one and a
half hours and all eight members
of the delegation raised their
issues individually.
Describing the meeting of
eight senior political leaders
with the Lieutenant Governor
as “very significant political
development’’,
political
observers asserted that this
was clear indication of
resumption of political activities in Kashmir, which had
come to halt (except the BJP
meetings) as majority of leadership of NC, PDP and some
small groups was under detention since August 5 i.e. for over
five months now.
“The political leadership of
Kashmir, which had not been
detained or released after detention, was not coming forward
for meetings. Today’s meeting
of eight prominent political
leaders with Murmu was first
major political activity amidst
indications that this will be followed by more such activities,’’
the observers said.
Meanwhile, reliable sources
said, a new political front is
emerging in Jammu and
Kashmir which will comprise
leaders from all major political
parties as well as smaller groups
with core agenda of domicile
rights over land and jobs. The
front will comprise many former
Ministers, ex-legislators and
other prominent political and
social personalities.
The front was likely to be
headed by Altaf Bukhari, a
prominent political leader and
former Finance Minister in
Mehbooba Mufti-led PDPBJP Government and formal
announcement to this effect
could be made in the next few
days, reliable sources told the
Excelsior and said final touches are being given to the new
front including its name and
issues on which it will be floated. However, core agenda of
the political party will remain
domicile rights for the people
of the Union Territory of
Jammu and Kashmir for land
and jobs.
There was no official confirmation of the new political party
by any of the leaders but,
according to sources, over 50
prominent political leaders from
Jammu and Kashmir were in
touch with each other to join the
party. They comprised the leaders from various major as well
as smaller political parties.
The delegation, which met
the Lieutenant Governor today,
submitted him a 15-point memorandum to Murmu.
The memorandum said to
win over the confidence of the
people of Jammu and Kashmir,
the Centre will have to re-examine its decades old policies visà-vis Kashmir and allay the
apprehensions among people in
a just and humane manner.
Depending solely on security
measures and dealing with peoples’ political
aspirations
through the law and order prism
will always have its old tested
repercussions, it said.
“Since the revocation of
Jammu and Kashmir’s special
status embedded in Article 370
of the Indian constitution and
bifurcation of the State into two
Union Territories - Jammu and
Kashmir with a Legislature and
Ladakh without one - the majority of its residents are yet to reconcile with this decision,” the
memorandum reads.
“For the residents of J&K,
the issue of statehood holds
more emotional importance than
legal. Statehood for these people
is solidification of the idea of
pluralism and respectful coexistence,” it said.
“In view of keeping the pluralistic ethos and diversity intact,
it is more than essential that
restoration of statehood to J&K is
considered as an immediate
requirement for keeping up the
spirit of coexistence and allowing
this mosaic to continue to shine
in this part of the country.
“We demand restoration
of Statehood including establishment of a Legislative
Council and in providing
thereto reservation of seats
for socially and Economically
Backward Classes, art and

culture, languages, literature
and sports,” it said.
The memorandum said that
economic development can be
ensured only if there is normalcy
and stability in the region.
“It is the assurances given
under that Article and the erosion of special privileges that
created the situation in the
Valley over the past three
decades,” it said.
The delegation also demanded the restoration of J&K Bank’s
functional dominion, reviving
agriculture and horticulture sectors, support for industry and
manufacturing sector, tourism
and allied industries and their
revival.
“People of Jammu and
Kashmir have always seen J&K
Bank as a repository of trust and
confidence of their economic
interests. But unfortunately this
trust and confidence seems to
have been shaken for the last
few years,” it said.
“Not only its control over
financial matters but its overall
functioning has been unnecessarily put to a question mark,” it
added.
On the issue of safeguarding
rights over land and jobs, the
memorandum said that the abrogation of Article 370 and, in particular, annulling Article 35A on
account of being “discriminatory against non-permanent residents and women of Jammu and
Kashmir” and it being “an obstacle in the development of the
State” has outstanding issues.
“This most important issue
can be addressed by tangible
legal and Constitutional safeguards that can be put in place
by virtue of which protection
of domicile rights including
that of reservation for the permanent residents of Jammu
and Kashmir in the matter of
employment and that of
admissions to professional
courses is ensured,” it said.
The memorandum said that a
blend of models like Nagaland,
Manipur, Mizoram, Arunachal
Pradesh, Assam, Meghalaya,
Uttarakhand, Himachal Pradesh,
and parts of Jharkhand and
Chhattisgarh can provide solution
for protection of these rights of the
people of Jammu and Kashmir.
The memorandum also
demanded the release of political detainees and said that one of
the psychological setbacks to a
number of people in Kashmir is
that their near and dear ones
were detained.
“These people were not
arrested for committing any violation of law, but were preventive
detentions vis-à-vis law and order
situation. Now that the life has
almost returned to normal, it is a
genuine demand that these
detainees should be immediately
shifted from jails across the country to Jammu and Kashmir and
subsequently released,” it said.
The leaders further said that
cases against youth (mostly
teenagers), who were detained
under different FIRs by the
police in the summer of 2016 be
withdrawn on compassionate
grounds.
Some of these youth have
got jobs in the police and Army
but are being denied a character
certificates as there are pending
cases against them.
“It is requested to withdraw
cases against such youth on
compassionate grounds and support them integrate into the society”, it said.
The delegation said it was
heartening to see that the
Kashmir Valley remained peaceful and no fatalities were recorded due to enhanced security
measures but the credit must
also go to the people of Jammu
and Kashmir who showed
extreme maturity while registering peaceful protests.
“Fact of the matter is that a
majority of people in Jammu
and Kashmir feel hurt and there
are vocal concerns wherein they
feel their decades-long privileges were unceremoniously
curtailed,” it added.
An official handout issued by
the Union Territory Government
said the meeting of former legislators and politicians with the
Lieutenant Governor assumed
significance as it has initiated the
political process and dialogue
with the members of mainstream
political parties of the Union
Territory of Jammu and Kashmir.
“The Lieutenant Governor
while interacting with members
of the delegation appreciated
their view points and concerns
and
conveyed
that
the
Government is committed to
safeguard rights of the people of
Jammu and Kashmir and particularly assured them that the provisions will be made for protecting land of locals and employment avenues in the Union
Territory of Jammu and
Kashmir,’’ the handout said.
It added that Murmu assured
the delegation that administration at all levels will be sensitized to hear grievances, coordinate with popular leaders,
address issues and carry out
developmental activities in right
earnest.

